DELTA LED PETROL STATION LIGHT

Excellent Heat Dissipation

High Durability

Optimal Optical Design

Energy Saving

Quality Core Component

Motion Sensor

The specially designed heat
sink does not let dust easily
collect, while also allowing
more air to flow through it,
providing for greater heat
dissipation and, in turn,
improving the performance
of a long-lasting, durable
luminaire.

A robust, protective design
gives this luminaire an IP of
65 and the ability to handle
harsh environments.

The unique and scientific
combination design of lens
and diffuser used gives good
quality and quantity of light,
where you need it. With
options of beam angles to
choose from, these
luminaires are ideal for a
number of applications.

The combination of highefficacy LED components
with excellent whole system
design has YOST LED
lighting achieving energy
savings of 40% - 60%
compared with traditional
lighting sources.

Excellent luminaire design to
the core: starting with the LED
packages themselves. These
luminaires only use high
quality COB packages from
CITILED - chipsets that have
great quality and long life as
backed by LM-80 and TM-21
reports. Quality inside the
luminaires that shines on the
outside.

Optional motion sensor
control to trigger the light to
turn to full power when
motion is detected, and
operates at 20%
consumption in inactive
moments.
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DELTA LED PETROL STATION LIGHT
Specification

150mm

360mm

Material: Aluminum
Appearance Color: Black on White
Driver: Built-in
Input Voltage: AC100-277V ～ 50/60Hz
Power Factor: ≥ 0.9
Operating Temperature: -25°C~+45°C, -13°F~+113°F
Lifetime: ≥50,000hrs
Feature: Motion Detection with dimming
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Innovative motion sensor control trigger the light to turn to full power when motion is ever detected, and operates at 70% consumption in
other non-operated intervals.
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